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ABSTRACT
Current wisdom to run computation-intensive deep neural network (DNN) on resource-constrained mobile devices is allowing the mobile clients to make DNN queries to central cloud servers, where the corresponding DNN models are pre-installed. Unfortunately, this centralized, cloud-based DNN offloading is not appropriate for emerging decentralized cloud infrastructures (e.g., cloudlet, edge/fog servers), where the client may send computation requests to any nearby server located at the edge of the network. To use such a generic edge server for DNN execution, the client should first upload its DNN model to the server, yet it can seriously delay query processing due to long uploading time. This paper proposes IONN (Incremental Offloading of Neural Network), a partitioning-based DNN offloading technique for edge computing. IONN divides a client’s DNN model into a few partitions and uploads them to the edge server one by one. The server incrementally builds the DNN model as each DNN partition arrives, allowing the client to start offloading partial DNN execution even before the entire DNN model is uploaded. To decide the best DNN partitions and the uploading order, IONN uses a novel graph-based algorithm. Our experiments show that IONN significantly improves query performance in realistic hardware configurations and network conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Deep Neural Network (DNN) has shown remarkable achievements in the field of computer vision [22], natural language processing [35], speech recognition [11] and artificial intelligence [34]. Owing to the success of DNN, new applications using DNN are becoming increasingly popular in mobile devices. However, DNN is known to be extremely computation-intensive, such that a mobile device with limited hardware has difficulties in running the DNN computations by itself. Some mobile devices may handle DNN computations with specialized hardware (e.g., GPU, ASIC) [25] [4], but this is not a general option for today’s low-powered, compact mobile devices (e.g., wearables or IoT devices).

Current wisdom to run DNN applications on such resource-constrained devices is to offload DNN computations to central cloud servers. For example, mobile clients can send their machine learning (ML) queries (requests for execution) to the clouds of commercial ML services [26] [2] [10]. These services often provide servers where pre-trained DNN models or client’s DNN models are installed in advance, so that the servers can execute the models on behalf of the client. More recently, there have been research efforts that install the same DNN models at the cloud as well as at the server, and execute the models partly by the client and partly by the server to trade-off accuracy/resource usage [14] or to improve performance/energy savings [20]. Both approaches require the pre-installation of DNN models at the dedicated servers.

Unfortunately, the previous approaches are not appropriate for the generic use of decentralized cloud infrastructures (e.g., cloudlet [33], fog nodes [3], edge servers [32]), where the client can send its ML queries to any nearby generic servers located at the edge of the network (referred to as cyber foraging [31]). In this edge computing environment, it is not realistic to pre-install DNN models at the servers for use by the client, since we cannot know which servers will be used at runtime, especially when the client is on the move. Rather, on-demand installation by uploading the client’s...
DNN model to the server would be more practical. A critical issue of the on-demand DNN installation is that the overhead of uploading the DNN model is non-trivial, making the client wait for a long time to use the edge server (see Section 2).

To solve this issue, we propose a new offloading approach, Incremental Offloading of Neural Network (IONN). IONN divides a client’s DNN model into several partitions and determines the order of uploading them to the server. The client uploads the partitions to the server one by one, instead of sending the entire DNN model at once. The server incrementally builds the DNN model as each DNN partition arrives, allowing the client to start offloading of DNN execution even before the entire DNN model is uploaded. That is, when there is a DNN query, the server will execute those partitions uploaded so far, while the client will execute the rest of the partitions, allowing collaborative execution. This incremental, partial DNN offloading enables mobile clients to use edge servers more quickly, improving the query performance.

As far as we know, IONN is the first work on partitioning-based DNN offloading in the context of cyber foraging. To decide the best DNN partitions and the uploading order, we introduce a novel heuristic algorithm based on graph data structure, which expresses the process of collaborative DNN execution. In the proposed graph, IONN derives the first DNN partition to upload by using a shortest path algorithm, which is expected to get the best query performance initially. To derive the next DNN partition to upload, IONN updates the edge weights of the graph and searches for the new shortest path. By repeating this process, IONN can derive a complete uploading plan for the DNN partitions, which ensures that the DNN query performance increases as more partitions are uploaded to the server and eventually converges to the best performance, expected to achieve with collaborative DNN execution.

We implemented IONN based on caffe DNN framework [19]. Experimental results show that IONN promptly improves DNN query performance by offloading partial DNN execution. Also, IONN processes more DNN queries while uploading the DNN model, making the embedded client consume energy more efficiently, compared to the simple all-at-once approach (i.e., uploading the entire DNN model at once).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates how much overhead is involved in uploading a DNN model for edge computing. In section 3, we briefly review DNN and previous approaches to DNN offloading. In section 4, we explain how IONN works. Section 5 depicts our partitioning algorithm in detail. We evaluate our work in section 6 and show related works in section 7. Finally, we conclude in section 8.

2 MOTIVATION

In this section, we describe a motivating example where the overhead of uploading a DNN model obstructs the use of decentralized cloud servers (throughout this paper, we will refer to the decentralized cloud servers as edge servers).

Scenario: A man with poor eyesight wears smart glasses (without powerful GPU) and rides the subway. In the crowded subway station, he can get help from his smart glasses to identify objects around him. Fortunately, edge servers are deployed over the station (like Wi-Fi Hotspots), so the smart glasses can use them to accelerate the object recognition service by offloading complex DNN computations to a nearby server.

The above scenario is a typical case of mobile cognitive assistance [12]. The cognitive assistance on the smart glasses can help the user by whispering the name of objects seen on the camera. For this, it will perform image recognition on the video frames by using DNNs [22] [29]. We performed a quick experiment to check the feasibility of using edge servers for this scenario, based on realistic hardware and network conditions.

Our client device is an embedded board Odroid XU4 [30] with an ARM big.LITTLE CPU (2.0GHz/1.5GHz 4 cores) and 2GB memory. Our edge server has an x86 CPU (3.6GHz 4 cores), GTX 1080 Ti GPU, and 32GB memory. We assumed that the client is connected to Wi-Fi with a strong signal, whose bandwidth is measured to be about 80 Mbps. We experimented with AlexNet [22], a representative DNN for image recognition.

Figure 1 shows the result. Local execution on the smart glasses takes 1.3 seconds to handle one DNN query to recognize an image. Although the CPU on our client board is competitive (the same one used in Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone), 1.3 seconds per query seems to be barely usable, especially when our smart glasses must recognize several images per second.

If we employ the edge server for offloading DNN queries, one query will take about ~1 ms for execution, which would make a real-time service. However, the DNN model should be available at the edge server in advance to make the edge server ready to execute the queries.

A popular technique to use a random edge server is VM (virtual machine)-based provisioning, where a mobile client uploads a service program and its execution environment, encapsulated with VM, to the edge server (or the edge server can download them from the cloud), so that the server can run the service program [32]; some recent studies have proposed using a lightweight container technology instead of VM [23] [27]. If we use these techniques for the purpose of DNN offloading, we would need to upload a VM (or a container) image that includes a DNN model, a DNN framework, and other libraries from the client to the edge server. However, today’s commercial DNN framework, such as caffe [19], tensorflow...
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[8], or pytorch [28], requires a substantial space (more than 3 GB)\(^1\), so it is not realistic to upload such an image on demand at runtime. Rather, it is more reasonable for a VM (or a container) image for the DNN framework to be pre-installed at the edge server in advance, so the client uploads only the client’s DNN model to the edge server on demand.

To check the overhead of uploading a DNN model, we measured the time to transmit the DNN model through wireless network. It takes about 24 seconds to upload the AlexNet model, meaning that the smart glasses should execute the queries locally for 24 seconds before using the edge server, thus no improvement in the meantime. Of course, worse network conditions would further increase the uploading time.

If we used a central cloud server with the same hardware where the user’s DNN model is installed in advance, we would have obtained the same DNN execution time, yet with a longer network latency. For example, if we access a cloud server in our local region (East Asia) [10], the network latency would be about 60 ms, compared to 1 ms of our edge server due to multi-hop transmission. Also, it is known that the multi-hop transmission to distant cloud datacenters causes high jitters, which may hurt the real-time user experience [32].

Although edge servers are attractive alternatives for running DNN queries, our experimental result indicates that users should wait quite a while to use an edge server due to the time to upload a DNN model. Especially, a highly-mobile user, who can leave the service area of an edge server shortly, will suffer heavily from the problem; if the client moves to another location before it completes uploading its DNN, the client will waste its battery for network transmission but never use the edge server. To solve this issue, we propose IONN, which allows the client to offload partial DNN execution to the server while the DNN model is being uploaded.

3 BACKGROUND

Before explaining IONN, we briefly review a DNN and its variant, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), typically used for image processing. We also describe some previous approaches to offloading DNN computations to remote servers.

3.1 Deep Neural Network

Deep neural network (DNN) can be viewed as a directed graph whose nodes are layers. Each layer in DNN performs its operation on the input matrices and passes the output matrices to the next layer (in other words, each layer is executed). Some layers just perform the same operations with fixed parameters, but the others contain trainable parameters. The trainable parameters are iteratively updated according to learning algorithms using training data (training). After trained, the DNN model can be deployed as a file and used to infer outputs for new input data (inference). DNN frameworks, such as caffe [19], can load a pre-trained DNN from the model file and perform inference for new data by executing the DNN. In this paper, we focus on offloading computations for inference, because training requires much more resources than inference, hence typically performed on powerful cloud datacenters.

A CNN is a DNN that includes convolution layers, widely used to classify an image into one of pre-determined classes. The image classification in the CNN commonly proceeds as follows. When an image is given to the CNN, the CNN extracts features from the image using convolution (conv) layers and pooling (pool) layers. The conv/pool layers can be placed in series [22] or in parallel [36] [15]. Using the features, a fully-connected (fc) layer calculates the scores of each output class, and a softmax layer normalizes the scores. The normalized scores are interpreted as the possibilities of each output class where the input image belongs. There are many other types of layers (e.g., about 50 types of layers are currently implemented in caffe [19]), but explaining all of them is beyond the scope of this paper.

3.2 Offloading of DNN Computations

Many cloud providers are offering machine learning (ML) services [26] [2] [10], which perform computation-intensive ML algorithms (including DNN) on behalf of clients. They often provide an application programming interface (API) to app developers so that the developers can implement ML applications using the API. Typically, the API allows a user to make a request (query) for DNN computation by simply sending an input matrix to the service provider’s clouds where DNN models are pre-installed. The server in the clouds executes the corresponding DNN model in response to the query and sends the result back to the client. Unfortunately, this centralized, cloud-only approach is not appropriate for our scenario of the generic use of edge servers since pre-installing DNN models at the edge servers is not straightforward.

Recent studies have proposed to execute DNN using both the client and the server [20] [14]. NeuroSurgeon is the latest work on the collaborative DNN execution using a DNN partitioning scheme [20]. NeuroSurgeon creates a prediction model for DNN, which estimates the execution time and the energy consumption for each layer, by performing regression analysis using the DNN execution profiles. Using the prediction model and the runtime information, NeuroSurgeon dynamically partitions a DNN into the front part and the rear part. The client executes the front part and sends its output matrices to the server. The server runs the rear part with the delivered matrices and sends the new output matrices back to the client. To decide the partitioning point, NeuroSurgeon estimates the expected query execution time for every possible partitioning point and finds the best one. Their experiments show that collaborative DNN execution between the client and the server improves the performance, compared to the server-only approach.

Although collaborative DNN execution in NeuroSurgeon was effective, it is still based on the cloud servers where the DNN model is pre-installed, thus not well suited for our edge computing scenario; it does not upload the DNN model nor its partitioning algorithm considers the uploading overhead. However, collaborative execution gives a useful insight for the DNN edge computing. That is, we can partition the DNN model and upload each partition incrementally, so that the client and the server can execute the partitions collaboratively, even before the whole model is uploaded. Starting from this insight, we designed the incremental offloading of

\(^1\)We measured the size of a docker image for each DNN framework (GPU-version) from dockerhub, which contains all libraries to run the framework as well as the framework itself.
DNN execution with a new, more elaborate and flexible partitioning algorithm.

4 IONN FOR DNN EDGE COMPUTING

In this section, we introduce IONN, an offloading system using edge servers for DNN computations. Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of IONN, working in two phases. In the install phase, IONN collects the execution profiles of DNN layers. In the runtime phase, IONN creates an uploading plan that determines the DNN partitions and their uploading order, using the profile information collected in the install phase and the dynamic network status. According to the uploading plan, the client asynchronously uploads the DNN partitions to the server using a background thread. When a new DNN query is raised, IONN will execute it collaboratively by the client and by the server, even before the uploading of the partitions completes. We explain both phases more in detail below.

Install Phase (Client) - Whenever a DNN application is installed on the mobile device, IONN Client runs the DNN models used in the application and records the execution time of each DNN layer in a file called DNN execution profile (lower left of Figure 2). The DNN execution profile will be used by the partitioning engine at runtime to create an uploading plan.

Install Phase (Server) - An edge server cannot know which DNN models to execute in the future, so it is infeasible for the server to collect the DNN execution profiles as the client does. Instead, when installing IONN Server on the edge server, we create prediction functions for DNN layers, which can estimate the time for the server to execute a DNN layer according to the type and the parameters of the layer. The prediction functions will be shipped to the client at runtime when the client enters its service area and used for the client to partition a DNN. To create the prediction functions, IONN Server performs linear regression on the execution data of DNN layers gathered by running diverse DNN models with different layer parameters (lower right of Figure 2), as NeuroSurgeon does [20]. We used regression functions listed in [20] to estimate the prediction functions. For the layers not mentioned in [20], we performed linear regression using the input size as the model variable.

Runtime phase - Runtime phase starts when a mobile client enters the service area of an edge server. When a client establishes a connection with an edge server, the edge server transmits its prediction functions to the client. Since the size of the prediction functions is small (hundreds of bytes for 11 types of layers in our prototype), the network overhead for sending them is negligible. After the client receives the prediction functions, the partitioning engine in the client creates an uploading plan using our graph-based partitioning algorithm (explained in the next section). DNN execution Runtime uploads the DNN partitions to the server according to the plan and performs collaborative DNN execution in response to DNN queries. Figure 3 depicts how DNN Execution Runtime works in more detail. Since DNN Execution Runtime uploads DNN partitions and executes DNN queries concurrently, we need two threads: one for uploading and the other for execution.

The uploading thread in the client starts to run as soon as the partitioning engine creates an uploading plan, which is a list of DNN partitions, each of which is composed of DNN layers. First, the uploading thread sends the first DNN partition in the list to the server. The server builds a DNN model with the delivered DNN partition and sends an acknowledgement message (ACK) for the partition back to the client. Then, the uploading thread in the client sends the next partition to the server. This uploading process repeats until the last DNN partition is uploaded to the server.

The execution thread executes a DNN query in accordance with the current status of DNN partitions uploaded so far. The client is aware of which partitions have been uploaded to the server by checking if the ACK of each DNN partition arrived. We refer to the partitions currently uploaded to the server as uploaded partitions, as opposed to the local partitions. When a DNN query is raised, the execution thread executes the local partitions until just before the uploaded partitions and sends the result (i.e., the input matrices of the uploaded partitions) to the server, along with the indices of the DNN layers in the uploaded partitions. The server executes DNN layers whose indices are the ones delivered from the client and sends the result (i.e., the output matrices of the uploaded partitions) back to the client. The client and the server continue to execute the DNN partitions in this way, until the execution reaches the output layer.

5 DNN PARTITIONING

In this section, we explain how our partitioning engine creates an uploading plan. Our partitioning algorithm tries to upload those DNN layers, needed to be at the server to achieve the best expected query performance, as early as possible. However, we do not upload those layers all at once, but one partition at a time, so that if a query is raised during uploading, the uploaded layers so far will be executed at the server for collaborative execution. For this, the algorithm partitions the DNN layers considering both the performance benefit and the uploading overhead of each layer, so that
Figure 4: Example of NN execution graph whose edge weights indicate the execution time of each execution step.

The computation-intensive layers will be uploaded earlier. To derive such an uploading plan, we build a graph-based DNN execution model, named NN execution graph, and create DNN partitions by iteratively finding the fastest execution path on the graph.

5.1 Neural Network (NN) Execution Graph

NN execution graph expresses the collaborative execution paths by the client and the server for a DNN query at the layer level. Figure 4 illustrates an NN execution graph created from a DNN composed of three layers. Each layer is converted into three nodes (layer A: 1, 2, 3, layer B: 4, 5, 6, layer C: 7, 8, 9). Nodes in the left side (0, 1, 4, 7, 10) belong to the client, and nodes in the right side (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9) belong to the server. Edges between the client nodes (e.g., 1→4) indicate local execution, and edges between the server nodes in the same layer (e.g., 2→3) indicate server-side execution plus the uploading of the layer. Edges between a client node and a server node (e.g., 1→2 or 3→4) represent the transmissions of input or output matrices over the network. Each edge is added with a weight to depict the corresponding overhead. Some edges have zero weight (e.g., 0→1 or 3→5) since no computation or transmission overhead is involved. The client sets up the edge weights as follows. The client can get its local layer execution time from the DNN execution profile and estimate the server’s layer execution time using prediction functions. Also, the data and layer transmission time can be calculated by dividing the size of transmitted data by the current network speed.

We can express the execution path of a DNN query as the path on the graph. Let us assume a DNN query is raised with an input data (node 0→1). If layer A is executed at the client, execution flow will directly go to layer B (node 1→4). Or if the client offloads the execution of the layer A to the server, then execution flow will go to node 2, and then 3. If the next layer (layer B) is also executed at the server, execution flow will go from node 3 to node 5. Or, if the layer B is executed at the client, execution flow will go to node 4. In this way, we can express the execution path of a DNN query in the graph, and a path from an input (node 0) to an output (node 10) indicates the execution path to run the whole DNN layers. For example, a path 0→1→4→5→6→7→10 in Figure 4 means the client executes the layer A, offloads the layer B, and continues to execute the layer C.

The sum of edge weights on a path from the input to the output indicates the estimated query execution time of the execution path plus the time to upload the DNN layers executed at the server. For instance, the sum of edge weights on the path 0→1→4→5→6→7→10 in Figure 4 is the sum of the time to execute layer A and C at the client, the time to execute layer B at the server, the time to transmit the feature data, and the time to upload the layer B. So, if we compute the shortest path on the NN execution graph, the path will tell which layers should be initially uploaded to the server to minimize query execution time.

5.2 Partitioning Algorithm

Our DNN partitioning problem is to decide which layers to include in the uploading partitions, and in what order to upload them, to minimize the query execution time. Unfortunately, it is impossible to find an optimal solution unless we fully know the future occurrence of queries; we need to know how soon the next query will occur to decide an optimal amount of DNN partitions to upload now (e.g., if the next query comes later, we would better upload a large partition, but if it comes soon, we would better upload a small partition quickly). Since it is hard to predict the client’s future query pattern, we propose a heuristic algorithm that can work irrespective of the pattern, based on two rules. First, we prefer uploading DNN layers whose performance benefit is high and whose uploading overhead is low. This will make the server quickly build a partial DNN with high expected speedup, thus improving the query performance rather early. Second, we do not send unnecessary DNN layers, those that do not result in any performance increase, to reduce the cost associated in offloading them.

Our algorithm is based on the shortest path in the NN execution graph. As mentioned above, the shortest path on the NN execution graph represents the fastest execution path for a DNN query in the initial state (i.e., no DNN layers are uploaded). On the other hand, if we set the layer upload time of all DNN layers in the graph to zero, the graph will represent the situation where the whole DNN model is uploaded to the server, which is the optimal state for offloading DNN execution. If we compute the shortest path of such a graph, it will be the execution path with the best query performance we can achieve with collaborative execution; it is not necessarily a path that executes all layers at the server (i.e., offloading the entire DNN) since some layers might better be executed at the client due to the high data transmission overhead. To eventually reach the best performance, we create an uploading plan by iteratively computing the shortest path in the NN execution graph, while changing the edge weights of the graph from the initial state to the optimal state.

Algorithm 1 describes our DNN partitioning algorithm that computes an uploading plan, a list of DNN partitions named partitions, which is an empty list initially (line 2). We first build an NN execution graph using the DNN model description, the DNN execution model, named NN execution graph, and create DNN partitions by iteratively finding the fastest execution path on the graph.
Algorithm 1 DNN Partitioning Algorithm

Input: DNN model description, DNN execution profile, prediction functions, network speed, $K$ (positive number less than 1)
Output: Uploading plan (a list of DNN partitions)

1: procedure Partitioning
2:   partitions $\leftarrow \emptyset$;
3:   $n \leftarrow 0$;
4:   Create NN execution graph using input parameters;
5:   while $K^n \geq 0.01$ do  \hspace{1em} \text{\footnotesize Until layer upload time becomes} \hspace{1em} 0
6:     Search for the shortest path in the NN execution graph;
7:     Create a DNN partition and add it to partitions;
8:     Update the edge weights of the NN execution graph by multiplying $K$ to layer upload time;
9:     $n \leftarrow n + 1$;
10: return partitions

profile, the prediction functions, and the current network speed (line 4). Next, we search for the shortest path from the input to the output in the NN execution graph (line 6). We identify those layers whose server-side nodes are included in the shortest path, create a DNN partition composed of those layers, and add it to partitions (line 7). Since the shortest path is computed based on the weight edges including both the layer execution time and the layer upload time, the DNN partition would include DNN layers with high expected speedup but short upload time, satisfying our first rule. We can use a shortest path algorithm for DAG using topological sorting, whose time complexity is $O(n)$ ($n$ : the number of layers) [9]. Next, we reduce the layer upload time by multiplying $K$ (positive number less than 1) (line 8) and search for the new shortest path in the updated graph (line 6). The new shortest path is likely to include more server-side nodes than the previous one due to the reduction of the server-side edge weights. We create the next DNN partition with the layers whose server-side nodes are newly included in the new shortest path. We repeat this process until the edge weights for the layer upload time become almost zero (line 5), which is nearly the optimal state for offloading. Hence, the query performance becomes the best performance after the last partition is uploaded, satisfying our second rule. The output of the algorithm is a list of DNN partitions, and the client will upload the partitions in the list from the first to the last.

Figure 5 illustrates our partitioning algorithm with an example DNN composed of four layers ($A$–$D$). We first build an NN execution graph for the initial state as explained in section 5.1. In the first iteration, we search for the shortest path from an input to an output in the graph (depicted in red arrows) and create a DNN partition [$B$] since only the layer $B$ is in the server-side. Next, we multiply $K$ (0.5 in this example) to the layer upload time and search for the new shortest path in the next iteration. We create the second DNN partition [$A,C$], since the server-side nodes of $A$ and $C$ are newly included in the shortest path. In the third iteration, the shortest path is the same as before although the layer upload time is reduced by half, thus no DNN partition is newly created. In fact, layer $D$ will never be uploaded, because the shortest path will not include the server-side nodes of the layer $D$ even when the layer upload time reaches zero. This means the layer $D$ would better be executed at the client for the best query performance. So, our algorithm generates an uploading plan, partitions=[$B$, $A,C$]. The uploading thread will upload the layer $B$ first, then the layers $A$ and $C$. In this way, we can quickly upload a computation-intensive layer ($B$) and ultimately achieve the best query performance by uploading three layers ($A$, $B$, $C$) as needed. We could also save the client’s energy consumption by not uploading the layer $D$.

We can adjust the granularity of DNN partitions by changing the value of $K$. If the value of $K$ is small, the weight for the layer upload time will decrease sharply in each iteration. This will let the partitioning algorithm finish within a small number of iterations, therefore making a few, large DNN partitions. On the other hand, a large $K$ will lead to many iterations and create many, small DNN partitions. We evaluate the impact of $K$ values in Section 6.

Note that our algorithm assumes that edge servers have plenty of network/computing resources, so contention for shared edge server resources between multiple clients is negligible. The partitioning algorithm with multiple clients under limited edge server resources is left for future work.

5.3 Handling DNNs with Multiple Paths

There is an issue in our partitioning algorithm to handle DNNs with multiple paths. Figure 6 (a) illustrates the problematic situation where our algorithm does not work. The example NN has a layer whose output is delivered to three layers, and the outputs of the three layers are concatenated and given as the input of the next layer (left in Figure 6 (a)). If we convert the layers one by one as we did in Figure 4, then the NN execution graph will be created as the right of Figure 6 (a). In this graph, the shortest path from an input to an output will include just one layer among the three layers in the middle, missing the execution of the rest two layers. This will derive a wrong uploading plan based on incomplete execution path.

To solve this problem, we build NN execution graph as if the original NN does not have multiple paths, as shown in Figure 6 (b). First, we find dominators of the output layer, which are layers that must be included in the path from the input to the output [1]. Next, we build NN execution graph as if layers in between two neighboring dominators (layers between $A$ and $B$) and the latter dominator ($B$) are just one layer. The edge weights of the combined layers are shown in the right side of Figure 6 (b). Since
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We made a cognitive assistance scenario similar to the example in Section 2. We assumed the client repeatedly raises a DNN query for image classification after pre-processing an incoming video frame for 0.5 second, i.e., pre-processing (0.5 sec) → DNN execution → pre-processing (0.5 sec) → DNN execution → ... We experimented with five CNNs ranging from a small DNN (MobileNet) used in mobile devices to larger DNNs. Table 1 shows the size of DNN models and the number of layers after each DNN model is loaded on the caffe framework. We compared IONN with the local execution, and the all-at-once execution where the client uploads the entire DNN model and then offloads DNN queries to the server; DNN queries raised during uploading are executed at the client.

6.2 DNN Query Performance

Figure 7 shows the execution time of DNN queries in three cases:

IONN (K=0.1), IONN (K=0.5), all_at_once, compared to local. The X value of each data point is the time when a DNN query is raised. Y value is the time spent to execute the DNN query. It should be noted that the number of executed queries (the number of data points) differs for each case; more queries are executed if the query execution time is shorter. All_at_once starts to offload the DNN execution only after the whole DNN is uploaded, so its query performance is low (same as local) until the uploading is over. On the other hand, IONN (both K=0.5 and K=0.1) offloads partial DNN execution before the uploading is over, so the query performance is much better while uploading the DNN model. Also, we observed the query execution time of both IONNs rapidly decreases after a few queries and eventually reaches the minimal, which is the same execution time of all_at_once when the uploading is over. This implies that IONN can quickly offload computation-intensive layers and eventually achieve the best performance.

Figure 7 also shows the impact of the K value on the granularity of DNN partitions (i.e., number/size of DNN partitions) and the query performance. As expected, IONN (K=0.5) created more partitions than IONN (K=0.1) (except for AlexNet), so its average size of the partition was smaller. Since smaller DNN partitions can be uploaded to the server more quickly, the query performance of IONN (K=0.5) will improve earlier than IONN (K=0.1). This is the reason why K=0.5 performed better than K=0.1 in the 3rd and 4th queries of ResNet; the large second partition of Inception, GoogleNet, and MobileNet had been already uploaded. A similar result can be observed in the 2nd query of Inception, GoogleNet, and MobileNet.

Another expected impact of K value is network overhead to handle multiple DNN partitions. The larger K value will create more, smaller partitions, and the total time to upload a DNN model will increase due to the handling of more ACK messages. Table 2 shows the impact of the network overhead on the time to upload the whole DNN layers. As expected, the uploading completion time of each DNN model is longer when the number of DNN partitions is larger (All_at_once < IONN (K=0.1) ≤ IONN (K=0.5)). But the difference of the uploading completion time is small, meaning that the overhead of uploading multiple partitions is insignificant.
Figure 7: Execution time of DNN queries and the size of each DNN partition in our benchmark DNNs.

We observed that the query execution time in IONN sometimes increases during the uploading of the DNN layers, as at 10\textendash{}30 second in AlexNet and 8\textendash{}16 second in Inception. This phenomenon appears to be due to the transmission of the last DNN partition, which is much larger than other partitions, interfering severely with the transmission of feature data. Nonetheless, the performance benefit of offloading is even higher than the interference overhead, so the overall query execution time of IONN is much shorter than that of all_at_once.

6.3 Accuracy of Prediction Functions

Our uploading plan is created using prediction functions for the server's layer execution time, so the accuracy of the prediction functions will affect the preciseness of the edge weights in the NN execution graph, thus the final uploading plan. We evaluated the accuracy of the prediction functions as follows. We compared the uploading plan generated from our predicted layer execution time, with the uploading plan generated from the real layer execution time gathered by recording the time on the server. The uploading plans from both configurations were the same; the number of partitions and the layers included in each partition were the same. This means that our prediction functions are good enough for IONN to generate an accurate uploading plan under real hardware and network conditions.

For a statistical analysis, we calculated the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) and the root mean square error (RMSE) of the prediction functions after the regression. Table 3 shows the result. The $R^2$ values of all layers, except the conv layer, are close to 1, which means that the prediction functions are suitable for estimating the layer execution time. Although the prediction function for the conv layer has low $R^2$ value (0.428), the final uploading plan generated by using the prediction function was the same as the one using the real data. This is because the server's execution time is much smaller than the client’s execution time, so the error of the predicted server's execution time has little effect on the final uploading plan. The RMSE in Table 3 backs up the statement. The RMSE of the conv layer is 0.025 ms, which is negligible compared to the client's conv layer execution time (about tens of milliseconds), so the final uploading plan would be hardly affected by the error of the predicted server's execution time.

\(^2\)The coefficient of determination is the proportion of variation in the dependent variable which is explained by the independent variables. This value can be used to measure the accuracy of a prediction model. $R^2$ can take 0 as minimum (bad model), and 1 as maximum (good model).
We measured the energy consumption of our client board using cloud infrastructure. VM-based customization. In fact, both IONN and the customization scheme can be used simultaneously (e.g., we can customize an edge server with a VM image that contains IONN software and then perform incremental offloading).

Extensive researches have been performed on computation offloading using a partitioning scheme. MAUI [6] partitions the application execution using static program analysis as well as dynamic profiling, which is a method widely used by other researchers [21] [5]. Lei Yang et al. [39] proposed a partitioning algorithm for reducing the latency of mobile cloud applications under multi-user environments. They model an application as a sequence of modules and determines where to execute each module (client or server) by solving a recursive formula. The shortest path algorithm used in IONN is similar to the recursive algorithm proposed in [39], although IONN treats DNN structure which is more complex than the sequence of modules, requiring handling of multiple paths (section 5.3). Also, [39] does not consider the uploading overhead.

Recently, more DNN-focused offloading approaches have been studied. MCDNN offloads DNN execution for streaming data in multi-programming environments [14]. MCDNN creates variants of a DNN model and chooses DNN models among them for a given task to satisfy resource/cost constraints with maximal accuracy. MCDNN assumes the same DNN models are pre-installed at the client and the server, which is different from our edge scenario that uploads DNN models at runtime. Also, MCDNN does not focus on DNN partitioning.

As far as we know, NeuroSurgeon explained in Section 3.B is the first work on DNN partitioning [20]. However, it allows only fixed, two-way partitioning (front layers by the client and rear layers by the server), while IONN can make a more flexible partitioning (e.g., front layers by the client, middle by the server, and rear by the client), depending on the computation power of server/client and the transmission overhead of layers/feature data. As MCDNN, NeuroSurgeon also requires the server to store the DNN model in advance, which is different from IONN.

Machine learning researchers are actively developing techniques that reduce the amount of computation and the size of DNN models to run DNNs on mobile devices. MobileNet [16] decreases the amount of convolution computation by replacing point-wise convolution to depth-wise separable convolution. SqueezeNet [18] is a small DNN (~4.8 MB) designed to have few model parameters with an accuracy similar to AlexNet (~233 MB). Applied with DNN compression techniques [13], the size of SqueezeNet drops to 0.47 MB [18]. If a mobile user wants to offload the execution of such a tiny DNN, the benefit of IONN would be insignificant, because the whole DNN model might be uploaded soon. However, DNNs for complex tasks still have complicated structure and a large model size. For example, SENet [17], one of the winners of ILSVRC 2017, consists of more than 900 layers and has a model size of ~440 MB. Also, emerging end-to-end DNN architecture, which performs an entire process to solve a cognitive [24] or generative task [7] [38] in a single DNN, might lead to the increase of the DNN model size. It would be difficult to run such a large DNN model on mobile devices. IONN is a feasible solution for offloading large, complex DNNs in mobile applications, because incremental offloading results in high performance benefits even during the uploading stage of DNN models.

### 6.4 Energy Consumption

We measured the energy consumption of our client board using SmartPower2 [30] until the client finishes uploading its DNN model to the server (e.g., 0–30.5 seconds for IONN in AlexNet in Figure 7). Figure 8 shows the result. In all benchmarks, IONN and all_at_once consumed a similar amount of energy (overall, IONN consumed slightly less energy than all_at_once, but the difference is insignificant). This implies the overhead of incremental offloading (e.g., ACK messages, a longer uploading time) is not burdensome for mobile devices. Figure 8 also shows the number of queries executed during the uploading. IONN executed more queries than all_at_once in all benchmarks except MobileNet, showing higher throughput. These results imply that IONN improves query performance without increasing energy consumption compared to all_at_once.

### 7 RELATED WORK

IONN is built upon previous studies in computation offloading, especially based on cyber foraging, an offloading technique where a mobile device offloads computations to nearby servers [31]. Cloudlet is a decentralized cloud server proposed to realize the cyber foraging with cloud infrastructure [33]. A widely-used solution for leveraging the cloudlet is to customize the cloudlet at runtime according to the client’s purpose by using VM (Virtual Machine) technology [33]. A mobile client sends a VM image, where back-end software is installed, to the cloudlet. The cloudlet creates a VM instance from the VM image and lets the instance serve the front-end software in the client. Our approach focuses on offloading DNN execution and the overhead of uploading a DNN model, hence orthogonal to the VM-based customization. In fact, both IONN and the customization scheme can be used simultaneously (e.g., we can customize an edge program analysis as well as dynamic profiling, which is a method widely used by other researchers [21] [5]. Lei Yang et al. [39] proposed a partitioning algorithm for reducing the latency of mobile cloud applications under multi-user environments. They model an application as a sequence of modules and determines where to execute each module (client or server) by solving a recursive formula. The shortest path algorithm used in IONN is similar to the recursive algorithm proposed in [39], although IONN treats DNN structure which is more complex than the sequence of modules, requiring handling of multiple paths (section 5.3). Also, [39] does not consider the uploading overhead.

Recently, more DNN-focused offloading approaches have been studied. MCDNN offloads DNN execution for streaming data in multi-programming environments [14]. MCDNN creates variants of a DNN model and chooses DNN models among them for a given task to satisfy resource/cost constraints with maximal accuracy. MCDNN assumes the same DNN models are pre-installed at the client and the server, which is different from our edge scenario that uploads DNN models at runtime. Also, MCDNN does not focus on DNN partitioning.

As far as we know, NeuroSurgeon explained in Section 3.B is the first work on DNN partitioning [20]. However, it allows only fixed, two-way partitioning (front layers by the client and rear layers by the server), while IONN can make a more flexible partitioning (e.g., front layers by the client, middle by the server, and rear by the client), depending on the computation power of server/client and the transmission overhead of layers/feature data. As MCDNN, NeuroSurgeon also requires the server to store the DNN model in advance, which is different from IONN.

Machine learning researchers are actively developing techniques that reduce the amount of computation and the size of DNN models to run DNNs on mobile devices. MobileNet [16] decreases the amount of convolution computation by replacing point-wise convolution to depth-wise separable convolution. SqueezeNet [18] is a small DNN (~4.8 MB) designed to have few model parameters with an accuracy similar to AlexNet (~233 MB). Applied with DNN compression techniques [13], the size of SqueezeNet drops to 0.47 MB [18]. If a mobile user wants to offload the execution of such a tiny DNN, the benefit of IONN would be insignificant, because the whole DNN model might be uploaded soon. However, DNNs for complex tasks still have complicated structure and a large model size. For example, SENet [17], one of the winners of ILSVRC 2017, consists of more than 900 layers and has a model size of ~440 MB. Also, emerging end-to-end DNN architecture, which performs an entire process to solve a cognitive [24] or generative task [7] [38] in a single DNN, might lead to the increase of the DNN model size. It would be difficult to run such a large DNN model on mobile devices. IONN is a feasible solution for offloading large, complex DNNs in mobile applications, because incremental offloading results in high performance benefits even during the uploading stage of DNN models.

### Table 3: $R^2$ and RMSE of Prediction Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer Type</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>RMSE (ms)</th>
<th>Layer Type</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>RMSE (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>1.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Softmax</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooling</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>BatchNorm</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRN</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concat</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>Eltwise</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: $R^2$ and RMSE of Prediction Functions

Figure 8: Execution time of DNN queries and the size of each DNN partition in our benchmark DNNs.
8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes IONN, a novel DNN offloading technique for edge computing. IONN partitions the DNN layers and incrementally uploads the partitions to allow collaborative execution by the client and the edge server even before the entire DNN model is uploaded. Experimental results show that IONN improves both the query performance and the energy consumption during DNN model uploading, compared to a simple all-at-once approach.

Using IONN, we can build DNN-centric edge servers where a mobile client can offload its custom DNN computations without a long waiting time. Since DNN is the de-facto standard for many cognitive tasks (e.g., object detection, speech recognition) these days, we believe DNN-centric edge servers have a potential to become the frontier of cloud computing infrastructure to handle cognitive computations of end devices (e.g., IoT, wearables). To make our idea more practical, we will extend IONN in several directions. First, we will explore a more realistic situation where a client moves among multiple edge servers and freely changes the servers. In such a case, the seamless handoff of DNN services would be crucial for user experience. Also, we will study an advanced DNN partitioning algorithm to handle the case where multiple mobile clients simultaneously offload DNN execution to edge servers. Finally, we plan to extend IONN to support more diverse DNNs, (e.g., RNN or CRNN) and other DNN computations (e.g., DNN training) as well.
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